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LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS UNDER WHICH THE
DOUBLY STOCHASTIC MATRICES ARE INVARIANT1

RICHARD SINKHORN

Abstract. Let [M„(C)] denote the set of linear maps from the

nXre complex matrices into themselves and letO„ denote the set of

complex doubly stochastic matrices, i.e. complex matrices whose

row and column sums are 1. If F&[Mn(C)] is such that F(Ùn) £S2„

and F*(Ô„)ÇÔ„, then there exist Ai, Bu A, and 5£=Ô„ such that

F(X) = JL AiXBi + AX'Jn + JnX'B - (1 + m)JnXJn
i

for all «Xre complex matrices X, where Jn is the reXre matrix whose

elements are each 1/n and where the superscript t denotes trans-

pose,    m denotes the number of the Ai (or B<).

Introduction. It has been of considerable interest to study linear

maps from the «X« matrices to themselves that leave certain quanti-

ties invariant [l]-[l2]. Often these maps are necessarily of the form

F(X) =AXB or AXlB with certain restrictions imposed on the »X«

matrices A and B, where the superscript / denotes transpose. For

example, Marcus and Moyls [8] show that such maps which preserve

spectral values are of these forms with A unimodular and B=A~1.

They show in [8], [9] that such maps which preserve certain given

ranks are of these forms with A and B nonsingular. Marcus and May

[7] show that such maps which preserve the permanent function are

of these forms with A = PiDx and B =P2D2 where the Pi are permuta-

tion matrices and the Z?,- are diagonal matrices such that per DiD2 = 1.

Marcus, Mine, and Moyls [lO] show that one may assume that Di

= D2 = I if in addition the linear map leaves the doubly stochastic

matrices invariant.

This paper is concerned with linear transformations which map

the set of «Xn generalized doubly stochastic matrices, i.e. nXn com-

plex matrices whose row and column sums are one, into itself. It is

shown that the set of such maps F which includes both F and F* is

precisely the set of linear combinations of transformations of the

types AXB and CX'D, where the sum of the coefficients in any such
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combination is one and A, B, C, and D are generalized doubly sto-

chastic. It is clear that if F is such a combination, F(Jn) = F*(Jn)

= Jn, where /„ is the «X» matrix whose entries are each l/n. There

are linear maps not of this form which send the generalized doubly

stochastic matrices into themselves which do not have /„ as a fixed

point. For example, let F\ be the linear map from the 2X2 complex

matrices into themselves such that

/a b\       /a + b     0    \

l\c d) " \    0     c + d)

However, for such a map, the adjoint does not leave the generalized

doubly stochastic matrices invariant.

We shall make use of the following notations and definitions.

Mmn(C) shall denote the mXn complex matrices, but we shall write

Mn(C) in case m=n. 0mn is the zero matrix in Mmn(C) whereas 0„ and

/„ are respectively the zero and identity matrix in Mn(C). En

EMmn{C) is a matrix whose element in the (i, j)th position is 1 and

whose elements are otherwise 0. Mn{C) will be given the usual inner

product: (X, Y) = ]Cïfl-i]C"«i xuyn< where the bar denotes conjuga-

tion. The inner product induces the conventional norm on

Mn(C) :\\x\\2 = (X, X). [Mn(C) ] shall denote the set of linear maps of

Mn(C) into itself. The lexicographic representation of X=(xí¡)

EMn{C) is the column vector

X  =   (#11 #12 Xin Xu X22 X2n Xnl X„i Xnn)

Fn2shall denote the n2Xn2 matrix representation of FE [Mn(C) ] such

that Fnix =y whenever F(X) = F, where x and y are the lexicographic

representations of X and F, respectively. F& is called the faithful

representation of F.

Ûn shall denote the nXn generalized doubly stochastic matrices. If

XkEMnk(C), k = t, • ■ ■ , m, and «i+ • • ■ +nm = n, the nXn matrix

Xi@X2 xm —

Xi   0 • • •0 0

0   X2 ■ ■ ■ 0 0

0

Xr,

0 01,

is called the direct sum of Xi, • •

matrices of appropriate dimensions.

If XEMmn(C) and YEMpq(C), thempXnamatrix

The zeros indicate zero
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X ® Y

xnY xuY

x2iY xi2Y

XlnY

■x2nY

[XmiY Xm2Y ■   ■  ■ XmnYj

is called the Kroneker product of X and Y.

The following well-known result is easily verified.

Theorem 1. Let A, BEMn(C), and let FE[Mn(C)] be such that

F(X)=AXB for all XEMn(C). Then F„i = A®B' is the faithful
representation of F.

Preliminary results.

Lemma 1. Let AEM{prHqs)(C). There exist AiEMpq(C) and Bt

EM„(Q suchthat A =£< (Ai®Bl).

Proof. Let the Ai be the matrices EaEMpq(C) listed in lexico-

graphic order. Then write

An AX2 ■ ■ ■ Alq

A2i A22 ■ • • A2q

A =

Ipl    slp2 ■ Ar

be the A a arranged in lexico-where each AnEMr,(C), and let the B

graphic order. Clearly A =2Z¡ (Ai®B¡)

Theorem 2. Suppose that QEMpq(C), REMr,(C), and S

EM(pr)(q!)(C). There exist MiEMpq(C) and NiEMr.(C) such that

<2=¿< Mi,R=Y,i Ni,andS=^£i (Mi®Ni).

Proof. By Lemma 1 there are AiEMpq(C) and BiEMr,(C) such

that S'-{Q®R)=Y,i (^,®S,).Then

Q = Q + H Ai + ZOpi+Y, i-Aù,
i i i

i? = í + E^ + K-b,-) + Z o»,

and

S = (Q® R) + J2 Ui ® Bi) + £ (0,
i i

+ £((-¿<)®Qr.)-

(-BÙ)
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Lemma 2. Let A,BEMn(Q, and let FE[Mn(Q] be such that

F(X)=AXB for all XEMn(C). Then F*(X)=A*XB* for all X
EMn(C), where F* is the adjoint of F and A* and B* are respectively

the conjugate transposes of A and B.

Proof. This follows from the fact that F„\ = (A ®B')*=A*®B*'.

Lemma 3. Let U be a real unitary matrix in Mn(C) with first column

(1/Vw) (1, 1, • • • , 1)'. Define HE [Mn(C)} by H(X) = UXUfor all
XEMn(C). Then H is unitary, and for each Af£Ôn, there is an M'

EMn_i(Q such that H(M) = l@M'.

Proof. His unitary by Lemma 2.

For MEÛn put W = H{M). Then

n       n 1 n       n 1 n

Wij = X 22 UiWikUkj = —r   S X ntikUkj = —--   X **»i = su>
.-i *-i v»  *=i <=i vn  k=i

Kroneker's delta. Similarly, wn = 8n.

Lemma 4. Let PEMni(C) be the permutation matrix such that for any

A,BEMn_i{C),

P[(l © A) ® (1 © B)]P' = 1 © A © B © (A ® 5),

aw¿ /e¿ Tdenote the transpose map. Then

PT¿P' - 1 © ( "_1    n_1) © 7V

Proof. Put

F = 1 © ( ) © r(n_„».

Let a, t, and w respectively denote permutations of 1, • • • , w2 such

that pi,(i)=tir(i) =Viu(i) = l for t = l, ■ ■ • , n2, where P = {pi}), Tni

= (fij), and V= (va). Then

<r(¿) = (k - l)w+ 1, k = 1, • • • ,»:

(1) <r[*(»-l)+i3 =.(Ä-1)«+;,

j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n,       k - 1, • • ■ , «,

(2) T[(Ä- l)»+y] = (i- 1)« + *,

j = 1, ■ • ■ ,n,       k - 1, • • ■ , »,

and

<n-ir
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u(l) = 1;    u(k) = n + k — 1,    k = 2, • ■ ■ , n;

w(n +j-l)=j, j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , k;

o)[k(n — 1) + j + n] = j(n — 1) + k + n,

j = 1, •••,«- 1,       ¿ = 1, •••,»- 1.

If     k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n,     T<r(k)=T[(k-l)n + l] = (l-l)n+k=k;     if

j = 2, •••,«,       k = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n,      T<r[k(n-l)+j]=T[(k-l)n+j] =

(j — \)n-\-k.   Also   (Tw(l) =cr(l) = 1,   while    if    k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n,    au(k)

= a(n+k — l) = (l — l)n+k=k;  if j = 2, ■ ■ • , n,   <rw(n — l+j)=(r(j)

= (j—l)n + l;ifj = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,n,k = 2, ■ ■ • ,n,

aco[k(n - 1) +j] = <rœ[(k - 1)(» - 1) + (j - 1) + »]

= <r[(j - 1)(« - 1) + (k - 1) + »]

= <r[j(w - 1) + ¿] = 0" - 1)» + ¿.

Thus Tff(k) =<ru)(k) for & = 1, • • -, «2, and therefore PTn¡ = VP.

Lemma 5. // WEÛn, then {¡W-J^ + l =\\w\\*.

Proof.      \\W-Jn\\* = (W-J„,   W-In) = (W,   W)-(W, Jn)-

(in,wn)+(in,jn)=\\w\\*-i-i+i=\\w\\*-i.

It follows that for all WE&n, \\W\\ ¿1, and equality holds if and

only if W = Jn.

Corollary. If FE[Mn(C)] is such that F(Ûn)QÙn and F*(Ûn)

Çn„, then necessarily F(J„) = F*(Jn) = Jn.

Proof. Suppose that F(In) = Wand F*(Jn) =X. Put F(X) = Y and

F*(W) =Z. Then W, X, Y, and ZEÛn, and

\\W\\* = (W, W) = (F(/„), W) = (In, F*(W)) = (/,, Z) - 1;

whence W-/». Likewise ||X||2 = (X, F*(/,»-{F, /«) = 1, and so

Consequences. Let i£, LG[A^n(C)] be defined respectively by

K(X) =AXB and L(Z) = AX'B, where 4 and 5GÛ„ are fixed. Let U
and H be as in Lemma 3. There exist matrices A', B'EMn-i(C) such

that UlAU=l®A' and UlBU = \®B'. Then, since H*(X) = UXU'

îor any XEMn(C),

(HKH*)(X) = (U'AIOXWBU) = (10 ^')-^(l 0 £')•

Thus (HKH*)n* = (164') 9 (1 ©5"), and so

PtfKH*)^1 = I ® A' ® B" ® (A' ® B"),
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where P is as in Lemma 4.

Also if T is the transpose map of Lemma 4,

(KLH*) (X) = (HKTH*) (X) = (U'AU) X'(U'BU) - (HKH*T) (X).

Whence (HLH*)nt = (HKH*)niTni, and so, by Lemma 4,

P(HLH*)n'P< = PiHKH^jP'PTjP1

= (1 © A' © J3" © (A' ® B"))

•('<:::::)--- )

/0„_i ,4' \

\/i      0„_i/

Note that the component .4'02?'' represents the reduced map

K'(Y)=A'YB' and (A'®B")T(n_if represents the reduced map

L'(Y) =A'Y'B', wherein, Z/G [M„_i(C)].
Suppose that FE[Mn(C)] is such that F(Ûn)QÛn and P*(â„)£Ô„.

By the corollary to Lemma 5, F(J„) = F*(J„)=J„. Since H(In)

= £"/„£/ = 1 ©0_i, (HFH*) (1 ®0„_i) = 1 ©0,_i.
Let W, XEÛn and put Y=F(W), Z = F*(X). There are matrices

W, X', Y', and Z'EMn-i(C) such that fl"(IF) = 1©TF', H(X)
= \@X',H(Y) = \® Y', and ¿Ï(Z) = 1 ©Z'. It follows that

(HFH*) (I © IF') = ffF(W) = £T(F) = 1 © F'

and thus that

(HFH*)(0 © IF') = (HF¿7*){(1 © W) - (1 © 0_0}
= (1 © F') - (1 © 0_i) = 0 © F'.

Likewise, (HFH*)* (\®X') = \@Z' and (HFH*)* (0©X')=0©Z'.
If w", x", y" and z" are the lexicographic representations of 1 © IF',

1®X', IffiF', and IffiZ', and similarly for w'", x'", y'", z"' and

OeW, 0@X', 0© F', 0©Z', then

(HFH*)n>w" = y", (HFH*)*n*x" = z",

(HFH*)M" = y'",       (HFH*)*n*x'" = z"',

where (HFH*)*ni is the conjugate transpose of (HFH*)ni.

Note that Pw" = (l, 6', w")', Pw"' = (0, d', w'1)', and similarly for

x", x'", y", y'", and z", z'", where 6 is a 2(n — 1) dimensional column

of zeros and where w', x', y', and z' are respectively the lexicographic

representations of W, X', Y', and Z'.

Put
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P(HFH*)n*P> =

Fo Fii Fi3

F2i Fi F23

r 31     r32    r2

where F0 is 1X1, ^ is 2(»-l)X2(«-l), and F2 is (w-l)2X(w-l)2.

Then

(1)

Fo Fi2 Fu

F2i Fi Fi3

Fn F32 F2

FB Fi2 Fi3

F2i Fi F23

Fn Fi2 F2 ¡

il

e
w'

íO

0

w'

Fa Fu Fu

F2i Fi F23

Fn F32 F2 j

Fo Fí2 Fu

Fn Fi F2i

Fu F32 F2 j

1 1

e

x'

fO

1

e

roí
0

3

The third equation in (1) indicates that Fi3 and Fu are zero; the

fourth equation indicates that F3i and F32 are zero. Given these facts,

the first equation indicates that Fq = 1 and Fn=6. The second equa-

tion indicates that Fe = 1 and Fn=0'. Whence

P(HFH*)niP< = 1 ® Fi ® F2.

If we write

\R"   R/

where Q, Q', R, and R'EMn_i(C), we have

(2) P(HFH*)a>P> = (l®Q®R®F2)+(o®(  \ jeO^D'j.

Let Lh L2E [Mn(C) ] be respectively defined by Li(X) =AX'In and

L2(X)=JnX<B where A =H*(l®Q')EÙn and B = H* (1 © R') £Ôn.
Then if J(Z) = 7„X/B for all XEMn(C),

(°ffi G? L)œ °'-'')= ('e Cl «.'-)w8 oUrw')

+(iffi&'o:>(°--ss",r<-»')

/       /0„_i 0„_A ,     \
~2\l®\r,        a'      )©(0—1®0«-0)

\        \0„_i 0„_i/ /

(3)

= P(HLiH*)n>P' + P(HL2H*)a*P' - 2P(HJH*)n*Pl.
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By Theorem 2, there exist matrices Mi and NiEM„_i(C) such that

Q=jjiMi, R=¿2iK and F2=J^i (Mi®N¡). For each i let A(
= H*(l®Mt) and Bí = H*(í®Ní). Then each Ai and BiE&n. Let

X.G [Mn(Q j be defined by Kt(X) =AtXBi for all I£Mn(C).
Then

1 © <2 © F © F2 = ( 1 © £ M< © £ AT- © £ (M< ® M',)
\ i i i

=   Z (1 © Mi ® N'i ® (Mi ® n[))
(4) i

+ (1 - f»)(l © o»*_o

= 23 P(HKiH*)^Pt + (1 - m)P(HJH*)n*P'
i

where m is the number of If,- (or N,).

It follows from (2), (3), and (4) that

F =^Ki+ Li+ L2- (Í + m)J.
i

In summary,

Theorem 3. Let FE[Mn(C)] be such that F(Ûn)QÛn and F*(Û„)

ÇÛ„. Then there exist matrices Ait Bi, A, and BE&n such that

F(X) = £ AiXBi + AX'Jn + JnX'B - (1 + m)JnXJH
i

for all XEMn(C), where m is the number of A t (or B,).

The author is most grateful for an invaluable discussion with Pro-

fessor Paul Knopp concerning this presentation.
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